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Introduction
When you go out to work and the little woman has time to herself, do you really think her friends come
over just to drink coffee and chat all day? When women get time to themselves you can bet they are no
more than a warm breath away from another Girly Gangbang.

Adult Review
Throwing a bunch of sex toys into a room full of these hot girls is like tossing a lit match onto a pile of leaves soaked in
gasoline. These chicks are ready to burn and when they strap on their manhood the fire gets started.
  
  In one scene after another these vixens violate each other in ways that will have many women guessing why they would
ever bother including a man in their bedroom. From slow lapping tongues to fierce plastic ass bangings these girls score on
each other with all the sound and excitement of a monster truck race.
  
  If you think two girls together is sexy and six girls together is not nearly enough girls, then visit Girly Gangbang and take a
head count as these darling divas DP each other daily.
  
  All of the scenes are well lit and well filmed. None of the scenes use DRM coding so once you download them they are
yours to keep forever. All scenes are each offered in a variety of formats that will serve both dialup and broadband users well.
  
  Best of all, when you are not in the mood to watch a bunch of girls violate their pal, take a look at the laundry list of
websites on the right side of this review. Every single one of them is included in the membership you get from this website.
Full access to so much fucking, sucking and swallowing that your dick will want to call the authorities to complain about
your abusive behavior!
  
  The one major drawback to this set of sites is that no trial membership is offered. If you want to get in on all of the action
you'll have to buy a membership that covers all of the days of the month. Even so, for less than a dollar per day you can
watch dozens of girls fuck each other. It's so worth it!

Porn Summary
More pussy than you can shake a stick at, which is fine with them because they brought their own sticks and can't wait to
shake them in one another.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'It's a pillow fight.... with sex toys instead of pillows'
Quality: 84  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 81
Support: 80 Unique: 82    Taste: 84        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
Load My Mouth (91) ,Swallow Me POV (90) ,Swallow Squirt (90) ,Bruno B Reloaded (89) ,Cover My Face (88) ,Deep In
Cream (88) ,Feet Frenzy (87) ,Sperm Cocktail (86) ,Real Squirt (85) ,Bang Me Boys (84) ,Flirty Pussy (84) ,Heavenly
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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